Help with

STUDY CHOICE / REORIENTATION

Making the right study choice is not easy. It’s a process that requires effort and time. We can help you with it, so that you can start prepared and without doubts!

The study choice process
The study choice process is a complex phenomenon and it’s different for every student. It is something personal and unique. This means that the study choice guidance is also unique, different and tailored to the student.

Useful tips when making a study choice
On the back of the flyer you will find some useful tips which can help you in your study choice process.

Important websites
- www.studyinflanders.be
- www.vdab.be/english

SOS study choice: contact the Study Guidance
You are sure about the (other) program you want to choose?
Contact the Learning Path Counselor

You are not sure at all or you keep doubting?
Contact a Student Psychologist
Making a study choice... 
HOW DO YOU DO THAT?

START WITH YOURSELF

➤ Who are you, with all your talents, passions, hobbies, interests?
➤ Which are your strengths and where can you still grow?
➤ Are you sufficiently prepared to start in Higher Education?

EXPLORE THE EDUCATION LANDSCAPE AND THE PROFESSIONAL WORLD

➤ Which programs exist and for which ones do you want to find out more about?
➤ What kind of education are you interested in (college/university)?
➤ What are the differences among the different courses?
➤ What can you do with that diploma in the future?
➤ Is there a match between the program and what you want to do later as a professional?

PREPARE YOURSELF BY

➤ Talking to people who know you.
➤ Talking to experts (students and people in the professional world).
➤ Going to an info day.
➤ Taking a prior knowledge test.
➤ Following a class ...

Learn more? Check our Canvas course  ➤ Tel. +32 (0)2 629 23 06  ➤ guidance@vub.be  ➤ follow Study Guidance on wearestudent.vub.be